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es provide power for a variety of processes including locomotion, pumping blood,
respiration, and sound production. In the current study, we apply a computational model derived from force–
velocity relationships to explore how sustained power output is systematically affected by shortening
velocity, operational frequency, and strain amplitude. Our results demonstrate that patterns of frequency
dependent power output are based on a precise balance between a muscle's intrinsic shortening velocity and
strain amplitude. We discuss the implications of this constraint for skeletal muscle design, and then explore
implications for physiological processes based on cyclical muscle contraction. One such process is animal
locomotion, where musculoskeletal systems make use of resonant properties to reduce the amount of
metabolic energy used for running, swimming, or flying. We propose that skeletal muscle phenotype is tuned
to this operational frequency, since each muscle has a limited range of frequencies at which power can be
produced efficiently. This principle also has important implications for our understanding muscle plasticity,
because skeletal muscles are capable of altering their active contractile properties in response to a number of
different stimuli. We discuss the possibility that muscles are dynamically tuned to match the resonant
properties of the entire musculoskeletal system.

© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Striated muscles often operate through cyclical contractions, pro-
viding the power to drive a variety of physiological processes including
diverse modes of locomotion, pumping of blood, powering respiration,
and sound production. The highly conserved nature of striated muscles
frequently leads to common design principles and constraints in the
operation of otherwise seemingly diverse processes. One important
example of this is the principle that cyclically contracting muscles
generate maximal sustained power at a unique contractile frequency
(Altringham and Young, 1991; Johnson et al., 1993; Swoap et al., 1993;
Askew and Marsh, 1997; Josephson, 1997; Swoap et al., 1997; Harwood
et al., 1998; Shiels et al., 1998; Josephson et al., 2000b; Syme and
Shadwick, 2002). This is an important principle, because many phys-
iological processes are driven by skeletal muscle motors at specific
frequencies, but the far-reaching implications for a variety of integrated
processes have not been fully appreciated (Full, 1997; Daniel and Tu,
1999; Dickinson et al., 2000; Ahlborn et al., 2006; Holmes et al., 2006). A
case in point, musculoskeletal systems possess resonant properties that
limit their range of operational frequencies, and when an animal can
‘tune’ to the resonant frequency of operation the costs of locomotion are
minimized (Ahlborn and Blake, 2002; Ahlborn et al., 2006). For these
systems towork effectively, themuscles powering these processesmust
also be ‘tuned’ to produce power at the frequency of operation. To date,
ax: +1 716 645 2975.

l rights reserved.
no studies have explored how skeletal muscle organization might be
shaped by these frequency-dependent processes. In the current study,
we applied a computationalmodel of sustainedmuscle power output to
examine some of the principles of muscle design that effect power
output at different operational frequencies.

Several different factors affect muscle power output, including the
force–velocity relationship, the kinetics of activation and deactivation,
the length–tension relationship, and others (Rome and Lindstedt, 1997;
Josephson, 1999; Marsh, 1999; Caiozzo, 2002). In this study, we focus
exclusively on the force–velocity relationship and its influence onpower
output at different operational frequencies and strain amplitudes. This
limited focus is important for the following reasons. First, the other
above factors, including muscle activation and deactivation, have the
effect of limiting power output (Marsh, 1990; Caiozzo and Baldwin,
1997; Caiozzo, 2002). By focusing exclusively on the force–velocity
relationship and treating muscle activation and deactivation as in-
stantaneous, we can explore the theoretical limits to power output
as a function of operational frequency (Caiozzo, 2002). In real-world
muscles, these limits are generally not attained, but represent an upper
ceiling of power output that reveals a number of patterns and
constraints ofmuscle operation. Second, the largenumberof parameters
potentially affecting muscle operation is extensive and their interac-
tions can be complex (Josephson, 1999; Marsh, 1999; Caiozzo, 2002).
Moreover, there are already comprehensive reviews that consider
these parameters more fully (Rome and Lindstedt, 1997; Josephson,
1999; Caiozzo, 2002). Finally, the force–velocity relationship is primarily
determined by the myosin heavy chain (MHC) isoform(s) operating

mailto:smedler@buffalo.edu
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cbpa.2008.11.021
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10956433


Fig. 1. Modeled force–velocity relationships used in the current study. A. Single force–
velocity curve and corresponding instantaneous power output. Shortening velocity has
units of muscle lengths per second (L/s), while force is relative and is, therefore, unitless.
Maximum instantaneous power output is produced at approximately 30% of the
maximum isometric force. B. Family of force–velocity curves with different maximum
shortening velocities. Shortening velocity was adjusted by changing the parameter ‘b’ in
the Hill equation, and maximum shortening velocities were modeling from 1 to 20 L/s.
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within a particular muscle (Schiaffino and Reggiani, 1996; Caiozzo,
2002). This means that many of the general trends we identify here can
be linked directly to the molecular design of the muscle. Specifically,
changes inMHC isoform expression can be linkedmechanistically to the
abilityof amuscle todynamicallyalter its contractile properties tomatch
the resonant properties of the musculoskeletal system.

In the current study, we apply our computationalmodel of sustained
muscle power output to explore the relationship between a muscle's
intrinsic shortening velocity, operating frequency, muscle strain, and
power output.We compare predicted patterns ofmuscle operationwith
data from a diverse group ofmuscles used by awide array of animals for
locomotion and sound production. This analysis explains a number of
important patterns, including the observation that operational fre-
quency is directly proportional to the ratio ofmuscle shortening velocity
and strain amplitude.We then explore how themodel can be applied to
specific case studies of muscle function by modeling human muscle
function and the scaling of intrinsic muscle shortening velocity in quad-
rupedalmammals. Our goal here is not only to drawgeneral conclusions
about muscle design, but also to demonstrate how this model can be
applied to a number of different case studies. Finally, we discuss the
implications of our observations for several processes including reso-
nance in locomotion, limits to athletic performance, and skeletalmuscle
plasticity.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Computational model

We developed a computational model based on the ideas originally
presented by Weis-Fough and Alexander (Weis-Fough and Alexander,
1977), and later developed more fully by Josephson (1985a). The basic
concept of the model is to measure the sustained power output from a
simulated muscle using the work-loop method (Josephson, 1985a).
Muscle force and length are determined for each point of a contraction
cycle, and the enclosed loop is equal to the work done per cycle. In the
current model, muscle activation and deactivation are treated as
instantaneous and the sustained power output is simply the product
of the work per cycle and the cycle frequency. This approach has been
used by other investigators for a number of different specific applica-
tions (Josephson, 1989; Caiozzo and Baldwin, 1997; Askew and Marsh,
1998). In the current study, we applied this model to study the
systematic relationship between intrinsic shortening velocity, opera-
tional frequency, strain amplitude, and sustained power output.

The determination of muscle force as a function of shortening
velocity is derived from the Hill equation. The Hill model (1938) is a
well-known state equation applicable to skeletal muscle that has been
stimulated, and relates force to velocity. Parametric analysis of this
model serves as the motivational cornerstone for the development of
our computational model. The Hill equation is:

V + bð Þ P + að Þ = b Po + að Þ ð1Þ

where P is the load or tension in the muscle, V is the velocity of
contraction, P0 is themaximum load or tension generated in themuscle,
a and b are constants with units of force and velocity, respectively.

Hill's equation demonstrates that the relationship between P and
V, is hyperbolic: the higher the load applied to the muscle, the lower
the contraction velocity; the higher the contraction velocity, the lower
the tension in the muscle. The ratio of a/Po describes the relative
curvature of the Hill equation, with lower values of the relationship
defining a greater degree of curvature and higher values producing
more of a straight line. Typical values of a/Po are in the range 0.25,
although they vary considerably among different muscles (Josephson,
1993). For most of our simulations, we set a/Po at a value of 0.30. We
used the parameter ‘b’ to adjust the maximum shortening velocity, as
previously discussed by Josephson (Josephson, 1989). For modeling
purposes, we varied the maximum shortening velocity from 1 to 20
muscle lengths per second (L/s), which generally represents the range
of values observed for real muscles (Josephson, 1993; Medler, 2002).
Maximum tetanic tension was given a relative, unitless value (0–10),
so that the power output is also relative. The general shape of these
relationships is shown in Fig. 1.

Muscle length as a function of time is defined by the specific strain
trajectory input into the simulation. At any moment, instantaneous
muscle length is described as:

L = A sin wtð Þ ð2Þ

where L is muscle length, A is the amplitude of the sine wave, w is
angular velocity, and t is time (Caiozzo and Baldwin, 1997; Askew and
Marsh, 1998). Instantaneous velocity is determined as the derivative of
muscle length (Eq. (2)) over time and is used in conjunction with a
particular Hill equation (Caiozzo and Baldwin, 1997; Askew and Marsh,
1998) simply as:

V = −wA cos wtð Þ ð3Þ

The term on the right is negative here because by convention, muscle
shortening velocity is considered to be positive when the muscle is
decreasing in length. The instantaneous velocity is then applied to the
specific Hill equation of interest (Eq. (1)) and the muscle force is deter-
mined. Instantaneous forcewas determined for hundreds of time points
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within each shortening cycle and the work per cycle was estimated by
summation of the force values over the entire cycle, with corresponding
muscle length being estimated from Eq. (2). Sustained power outputwas
then estimated as the product of work per cycle and the operational
frequency. Strain amplitude was controlled in our simulations by adjust-
ing the values of A, and frequency ( f) was controlled through changes
Table 1
Operational frequency, strain amplitude, and shortening velocity for diverse cyclically
contracting muscles

Species Common name Muscle Freq Strain⁎ Vel

(Hz) (L) (L⁎s−1)

Mammal
Mus musculus1 mouse EDL 12.0 0.131 4.2

soleus 5.0 0.108 1.8
Rattus norvegicus2 rat plantaris 6.0 0.089 1.6

soleus 1.5 0.182 0.7
Canis familiaris3 dog triceps 3.0 0.150 2.3

SM 3.0 0.054 0.9
VL 2.8 0.153 3.0

Capra hircus4 goat VL 2.8 0.430 2.0
biceps 2.8 0.300 2.1

Equus caballus5 horse triceps 1.7 0.103 0.8
VL 1.7 0.081 0.7

Bird
Taeniopygia guttata6 zebra finch pectoralis 30.0 0.160 7.9
Coturnix chinensis7 quail pectoralis 23.2 0.234 7.8
Colinus virginianus8 bobwhite pectoralis 19.9 0.190 5.9
Alectoris chuckar8 chukar pectoralis 16.1 0.228 6.3
Melopsitaccus undulatus6 budgerigars pectoralis 16.0 0.150 4.1
Sturnus vulgaris9 starling pectoralis 15.0 0.215 6.7
Phasianus colchicus8 pheasant pectoralis 11.0 0.222 4.3
Anas platyrhynchos10 mallard pectoralis 9.0 0.360 4.8
Columba livia11 pigeon AP 8.7 0.320 5.4

PP 8.7 0.320 4.9
Meleagris gallopavo8 turkey pectoralis 7.6 0.350 4.8

Reptile
Crotalus atrox12 rattlesnake tailshaker 100.0 0.020 4.0
Dipsosaurus dorsalis13 desert iguana (5 g) IF 18.8 0.120 7.7

desert iguana (50 g) IF 11.8 0.120 6.5

Amphibian
Hyla chrysoscelis14 tree frog EO 44.0 0.080 5.9
Hyla versicolor14 tree frog EO 21.0 0.120 3.4

Fish
Opsanus tau15 toadfish swimbladder 22.0§ 0.020 4.0

red 0.8 0.150 1.2
white 4.0 0.060 0.8

Gadus morhua16 cod (10 cm) hypaxial 13.5 0.093 2.8
cod (60 cm) hypaxial 5.4 0.050 0.7

Scorpaena notata17 scorpion fish white 10.9 0.140 5.1
Stenotomus chrysops18 scup pink 6.8 0.070 2.4

red 5.0 0.070 1.8

Mollusk
Argopecten irradians19 scallop adductor 1.8 0.230 0.7

Crustacean
Carcinus maenus20 crab flagellar 10.0 0.057 2.2
Ocypode quadrata21 ghost crab EC 6.0 0.116 1.4

FC 6.0 0.176 1.7

Insect
Drosophila virilis22 fruitfly DVM 166.0 0.033 11.0

DLM 161.0 0.035 11.3
Bombus terrestris23 bumble bee dorsovental 125.0 0.020 6.0
Neoconocephalus triops24 tettigoniid insect metathoracic 100.0 0.020 4.6

metathoracic 25.0 0.060 3.1
Cotinus mutablis25 beetle basalar 94.0 0.050 9.4
Cyclochila australasiae26 cicada tymbal 75.0 0.039 5.9
Libellula pulchella27 dragonfly basalar 37.0 0.100 3.0
Schistocerca gregaria28 locust metathoracic 20.0 0.040 1.6
Blaberus discoidalis29 roach mesothoracic 8.0 0.120 1.7

metathoracic 8.0 0.164 2.1
in w ( f=w/2π). Calculations of sustained power output were performed
using a computer program (and Graphical User Interface) written in C++
(Stroustrup, 1987; Kernighan and Ritchie, 1988) for a personal computer
running with Windows. A copy of our model written in this code can
be provided to those interested in developing their own model.

2.2. Modeling muscle power output

Weused themodel to explore systematic patternsof sustainedpower
output as a function of frequency, strain amplitude, intrinsic shortening
velocity, and relative muscle force. For each muscle, sustained power
outputwas recorded as frequencywas varied from1–50Hz and the total
strain amplitudewas varied from1–30% (±0.5% to ±15%) of rest length. In
ameta-analysis of available published data, we compared our results for
systematic patterns of muscle power output with biological data that
included operational frequency, strain amplitude, and shortening
velocity from a group of muscles from 34 diverse species including
mammals, birds, fish, lizards, insects, and mollusks (Table 1). Unifying
this diverse group of muscles is the common role of sustained power
production through cyclical contractions, whether the muscles are used
for running, swimming, flying, or sound production. Some of these data
were collected in vivo, from animals operating during locomotion, while
others were determined from isolated muscles using the work loop
technique.When shortening velocity was only reported as Vmax, average
velocitieswere estimated to be 30%ofmaximum. Collectively, these data
provide a wide range of values for operational frequency (0.8–166 Hz),
total muscle strain (0.02–0.43 fiber length), and shortening velocity
(0.66–11.3 length/s). The data set includes both synchronous and
asynchronous muscles.

In addition to the generalmodelingof power output across a range of
frequencies and strain amplitudes, we also used the model to make
predictions about specific case examples. In one of these, we modeled
the power output from human muscle fiber types (I, IIA, and IIX) at
different operational frequencies. Maximum shortening velocities for
these fiber types were taken from published data from isolated fibers as
I: 0.35 L/s; IIA: 1.07 L/s; IIX: 3.68 L/s (Larsson and Moss, 1993; Medler,
2002), but adjusted for physiological temperature using the Q10 values
reported by Lionikas et al. (2006) to yield: I: 1.6 L/s; IIA: 4.4 L/s; IIX:
12.9 L/s. Strain amplitude was set to 8%, which is approximately the
degree of muscle fascicle shortening during running in human subjects
(Ishikawa et al., 2007).Wewere also interested inmuscle scaling effects
and in predicting how a muscle's shortening velocity could evolve to
match operational frequency in different sized mammals. We used the
frequencies of muscle contraction at the trot to gallop transition
reported by Heglund et al. (1974) to predict the corresponding muscle
shortening velocities that would maximize power output. These
frequencies were estimated from Fig. 1 in Heglund et al. (1974) to be:
mouse: 7.75Hz; rat: 5Hz; dog: 3.75Hz; horse: 2.25Hz. Strain amplitude
was treated as a constant (10% total strain) for each species.
Notes to table
⁎Strain is total strain (ie, 0.25=±0.125 L).
§ The toadfish swimbladder muscle is capable of producing power at up to 200 Hz, but
maximum power is generated at 22 Hz.
L=muscle length; EDL=extensor digitorum longus; SM=semimembranosus; VL=vastus
lateralis; AP=anterior region of pectoralis; PP=posterior region of pectoralis; IF=iliofibu-
laris muscle; EO=external oblique; EC=the extensor carpopodite muscle; FC=the flexor
carpopodite muscle; DVM=dorso-ventral muscles; DLM=dorso-longitudinal muscles.
1 (James et al., 1995; Askew and Marsh, 1997); 2 (Swoap et al., 1997); 3 (Carrier et al., 1998;
Gregersen et al.,1998); 4(Gillis et al., 2005); 5 (Hoyt et al., 2005); 6 (EllerbyandAskew, 2007);
7 (Askew and Marsh, 2001); 8 (Tobalske and Dial, 2000); 9(Biewener et al., 1992);
10 (Williamsonet al., 2001b); 11 (Biewener et al.,1998); 12 (Romeet al.,1996); 13 (Marsh,1988;
Swoap et al., 1993); 14 (Girgenrath andMarsh,1999); 15 (Rome et al.,1996; Young and Rome,
2001); 16(Anderson and Johnston,1992); 17(Wakelingand Johnston,1998); 18 (Coughlin et al.,
1996); 19 (Marsh and Olson, 1994); 20 (Josephson and Stokes, 1994); 21 Perry et al., in press;
22 (Chan and Dickinson, 1996); 23 (Josephson and Ellington,1997); 24 (Josephson,1985b); 25

(Josephson et al., 2000b); 26 (Bennet-Clark andDaws,1999); 27 (Fitzhugh andMarden,1997;
Marden et al., 2001); 28 (Mizisin and Josephson, 1987); 29 (Full et al., 1998).
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2.3. Statistical analyses

Data output from the computer model were imported into a
statistical software package (Statview+Graphics, SAS Institute) and
used for graphics and statistical analyses.Most of the statistical analyses
were limited to patterns in the biological data compiled in Table 1, and
included power regression analyses of muscle strain and shortening
velocity as a function of operational frequency. In one analysis, the data
were partitioned according to the estimated Vmax (b5, 5–10, 10–20, or
N20 L/s) and individual power curves were fit to the data. We also
performed a linear regression analysis on the ratio between shortening
velocity and strain amplitude as a function of operational frequency.
Because of potential problems inherent in the analysis of ratios (Packard
and Boardman, 1999), we performed an alternate multiple regression
analysis of the same data with log frequency as the dependent variable
and log strain amplitude and log shortening velocity as the independent
variables. For analysis of the effects of body size on contractile proper-
ties, linear regression analysis was used with either log stride frequency
or log Vmax were fit as a function of log body mass. For all regression
analyses statistical significance was accepted at∝=0.05.

3. Results

3.1. General relationships

When power output was estimated as a function of both frequency
and amplitude, a simple patternwas observed. Sustained power output
exhibited a convex surface, whose peak followed a curved line with
respect to strain amplitudeandoperational frequency (Fig. 2). Increasing
muscle force increased the amplitude of this peak, but the limits of
power production with respect to frequency and amplitude remained
unchanged (data not shown). For a given intrinsic shortening velocity
(Vmax), the peak of the power surface followed a line where frequency
and strain amplitudewere inversely proportional. AsVmax increased, the
curve demarking the peak of the power surfacewas shifted upward and
toward the center of the graph, so that a family of curves was produced,
with each curve corresponding to a specific muscle shortening velocity
(Fig. 2B).

Plotting experimental data from a variety of power producing
muscles (Table 1) demonstrated that the operating parameters of these
muscles conformed to this general relationship (Fig. 2C). A regression
line through these data was described by strain=0.22⁎ frequency−0.31,
and when categorized by Vmax the data fit the pattern shown in 2B. In
an alternate analysis, we performed amultiple regression and found the
significant relationship: frequency=0.43⁎ strain−0.83⁎ velocity1.28

(pb0.0001). This relationship confirms that frequency is directly
proportional to muscle shortening velocity, but inversely proportional
to strain amplitude.

The above relationships demonstrated that power output is a sys-
tematic function of operational frequency, amplitude, andmuscle short-
ening velocity. However, when strain amplitude was not factored into
this relationship, there was not a linear correlation between muscle
shortening velocity and operational frequency (Fig. 3A). In the most
general sense, the line demarcatingmaximumpower output exhibited a
reciprocal relationship between strain amplitude and operational
frequency (Fig. 2A and B). The elevation of this line was proportional
to the shorteningvelocityVmaxof themuscle,with fastermuscles having
a greater elevation (Fig. 2B and C). Log transforming both the amplitude
and frequency axes in this regression yielded parallel lines with a slope
of −1, and the elevation being determined by the Vmax (not shown).
Fig. 2. Sustained muscle power output as a function of both operational frequency (Hz)
and strain amplitude (total strain). A. Three dimensional surface plot of sustained power
output for a muscle with a Vmax of 5 lengths/s. Power output is seen as a convex surface,
where peak sustained power output is seen as a ridge running nearly parallel to the
amplitude axis at low frequencies and turning to run nearly parallel to the frequency
axis at low amplitudes. The line along the ridge demarcates the position of peak power
output continuing past the range of the graph, with arrows indicating the continued
direction of peak power output with respect to both frequency and amplitude. B. Peak
power output as a function of frequency and amplitude, with separate lines for different
Vmax (L/s) indicated by numbers on lines. In each case, the shape of the function is
similar, while the elevation is proportional to shortening velocity. Plotting these lines
on log-transformed axes produces parallel lines with a slope of −1, and an elevation
directly proportional to Vmax (not shown). The inset shows sustained power curves as a
function of operational frequency (constant strain amplitude) showing that power
output in faster muscles overlaps that of slower muscles. These curves are analogous to
instantaneous power curves as a function of shortening velocity. C. Results from ameta-
analysis of data from diverse muscles split by Vmax (blue: b5 L/s; red: 5–10 L/s; green:
10–20 L/s; and black: N20 L/s). Individual subgroups of data were fitted with power
curves and the pattern exhibited by these data closely conforms to that predicted in B.



Fig. 4. Relative power output as a function of frequency and strain amplitude for a
muscle with a Vmax of 1 L/s. A. Power output as a function of operational frequency can
be modulated by subtle changes in strain amplitude. As strain amplitude becomes
greater, the optimal operational frequency decreases and becomes compressed into a
sharper peak, but at lower strain amplitudes power output is less sensitive to changes in
frequency. B. Power output as a function of stain amplitude can be modulated by
adjusting the operational frequency. As muscles operate at higher frequencies, the
optimal operational amplitude decreases and becomes compressed into a sharper peak.
At lower frequencies, the power output is less sensitive to changes in strain amplitude.
The curves in A can be visualized by making three parallel sections through the
power surface shown in 2A along the frequency axis, but at different strain amplitudes
(A inset). Similarly, the curves in B can be visualized by making three parallel sections
along the amplitude axis, but at different frequencies (B inset).

Fig. 3. Interactions among operational frequency, muscle shortening velocity, and strain
amplitude. A. A significant correlation exists between muscle shortening velocity and
operational frequency (velocity=0.93 ⁎ frequency.48; pb0.0001). Although muscles with
higher operational frequencies tend to be faster, the correlation is non-linear. B. A sig-
nificant inverse relationship exists between total muscle strain amplitude and operational
frequency (amplitude=0.22 ⁎ frequency−0.31;pb0.0001), but again the relationship is non-
linear. These data are the sameas those shown inFig. 2C, butfittedherewith a singlepower
regression through all of the data. At frequencies above about 50 Hz, the total muscle
shortening is consistently5%or less. C. Adirect linear correlation exists between the ratioof
muscle shortening velocity and strain amplitude as a function of operational frequency
(velocity/amplitude=2.65+2.0 ⁎ frequency; pb0.0001; r2=0.97). This pattern conforms to
the simple relationship: velocity/strain amplitude=2 ⁎ frequency (Eq. (5)). The asterisk
indicates where the toadfish swimbladder muscle fits in this relationship. This is a high
frequency muscle, capable of producing power at up to 200 Hz, but the frequency where
power output is maximum is only 22 Hz. Because of this anomaly, this point was omitted
from the regression.
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Rearranging the general pattern shown in Fig. 2 yields the systematic
relationship:

frequency~Vmax � strain amplitude−1 ð4Þ

More precisely, for a muscle undergoing linear (“sawtooth”) cycles
of shortening and lengthening, the ratio of operational velocity to
strain amplitude is equal to twice the frequency:

2⁎frequency = velocity⁎strain amplitude−1 ð5Þ
A factor of two is needed here, because for a complete contractile
cycle the muscle must both shorten and lengthen over its entire strain
amplitude (ie, muscle shortening occurs over one half of a total cycle,
while muscle lengthening takes place during the other half cycle). The
experimental data from diverse muscles (Table 1) closely conformed
to this general pattern (Fig. 3C; velocity⁎ strain−1=2.65+2.0⁎ fre-
quency; r2=0.97; pb0.0001), where the velocity term in this relation-
ship is the actual operating velocity, rather than the Vmax. Assuming
that muscles operate at a velocity near that which produces maximal
power output, then the ratio of Vmax to amplitude must be propor-
tional to frequency (Eq. (4)).

We also explored how Vmax and strain amplitude might be tuned
to make subtle changes in power output (Fig. 4). The sustained power
curve for a given muscle could be shifted by changing the strain
amplitude (Fig. 4A), or through modulation of operational frequency
(Fig. 4B). In either case, higher operational frequencies could be
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attained by adopting smaller strain amplitudes during cyclical muscle
contractions. By contrast, adjusting the muscle force changed the
amplitude of power output, but did not shift the shape of the power
curve with respect to either frequency or amplitude (data not shown).

3.2. Estimation of human muscle power output

In a case study, we used published values for Vmax for humanmuscle
fiber types to estimate the frequencies corresponding to maximum
power output for each fiber type (Fig. 5). For the slow type I fibers we
estimated that power was maximized at 1.5 Hz; for the fast type IIA
fibers we found that power output wasmaximum at 3.7 Hz; and for the
fastest, type IIX fiber maximum power was reached at 11 Hz. A general
pattern illustrated from our results was that muscles with a higher Vmax

could produce power over a wider range of frequencies than slower
muscles (Fig. 5). At the frequency approximate to maximum human
stride frequency (∼2.5 Hz), the estimated power production from the
type IIA fibers was 95% of maximum, from the type I fibers was 82% of
maximum, and that from the type IIX fibers was 54% of maximum.

3.3. Scaling effects in mammalian muscles

To predict the change in Vmax as a function of body size, we used the
stride frequency data for mammals reported by Heglund et al. (1974). In
one simulation, we fixed strain amplitude and found the Vmax that
maximized power output at the given frequency. In another, we fixed
Vmax and allowed strain amplitude to vary. When strain amplitude was
held constant, we found that Vmax scaled as mass−0.12 (Fig. 6), which
closely fits previously reported values (Medler, 2002). This scaling
exponent is independent of strain amplitude, so long as the strain is the
same among different sizedmammals. Aswith the simulation of human
muscle fiber types, a general pattern demonstrated here was that faster
Fig. 6. Scaling effects on operational frequency andmuscle poweroutput. A. Relationship
between stride frequency (log scale) at the trot to gallop transition for the mammals
shown in Fig. 1 of Heglund et al. (1974). Stride frequency is proportional to mass−0.12. B.
Model results of individual power curves generated to maximize power at the
frequencies corresponding to stride frequencies in A. Total strain amplitudes were
fixed at 10% of muscle length. Muscle shortening velocities (L/s) are indicated for each
curve, and frequencies corresponding tomaximal relative power output are indicated by
arrows. C.Muscle shortening velocities (log scale) estimated in B are plotted as a function
of body mass. As with stride frequency, the optimal Vmax scales as mass−0.12.

Fig. 5. Relative power output for human muscle fiber types (I, IIA, IIX) at a constant
strain (8% total strain). Peak power output is produced at 1.5 Hz for the slow (type I)
muscles, 3.7 Hz for the fast (type IIA) muscles, and 11 Hz for the fastest (type IIX)
muscles (arrows indicate frequencies corresponding to maximum power output).
Power output could be modulated by changes in the strain amplitude, with smaller
amplitudes allowing operation at higher frequencies (see Fig. 4A). These data illustrate
the need to recruit faster muscles as stride frequency increases during running. At lower
walking or running speeds, type I and IIA fibers are probably sufficient to power
movement. As running speed increases, it will be necessary to shift toward the type IIA
and IIX muscle fibers to effectively produce power output as stride frequency increases.
The vertical dashed line indicates the frequency limits of human performance based on
maximal stride frequencies during running, and pedaling frequencies generating
maximal power during cycling. This frequency limit (∼2.5 Hz) is in the range
intermediate between the type I and type IIA fibers that are predominant in human
leg muscles.
muscles have the capability to generate power over a wider range of
frequencies than slower muscles (Fig. 6B).

4. Discussion

4.1. Muscle design, constraints, and power output

Skeletal muscles operating in diverse animals exhibit awide array of
specific contractile capabilities. This variability in physiological function
is derived from a number of muscle design parameters, as well as
specific design constraints. Design parameters are those muscle
properties that can be adjusted to affect muscle function and include
factors such as shortening velocity, metabolic capacity, and the kinetics
of muscle activation and deactivation (Rome and Lindstedt, 1997).
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Design constraints represent the boundaries ofmuscle organization that
ultimately limit the physiological capabilities of skeletal muscles. Well-
known design constraints include the force-length characteristics of
muscles, instantaneous power output being achieved at approximately
30% of Vmax, and the amount of force produced per cross-sectional
muscle area (Rome and Lindstedt, 1997). In this context, we report a
systematic design constraint in the relationships among operational
frequency, strain amplitude, and Vmax. Muscle shortening velocity
during cyclical contractions is proportional to the product of contractile
frequency and strain amplitude (Eqs. (4) and (5)). Consistent with this,
our model predicts that power output is maximized along a line where
the product of frequency and strain amplitude are constant (Eq. (4) and
Fig. 2). The precise elevation of each line is determined by the Vmax, with
faster muscles being shifted upward and to the right on the frequency–
amplitude graph (Fig. 2B and C). Assuming that muscles operate with a
shortening velocity close to that which generates maximum power
output, one may view these “iso-velocity curves” (Fig. 2B) as represent-
ing the ratio of cycle frequency to muscle strain that generates this
optimal shortening velocity for a particular Vmax. This simple relation-
ship is a basicmanifestation of the force–velocity relationship that arises
during cyclical muscle contraction, and it has a number of important
implications for understanding muscle function.

Isolated muscles performing oscillatory contractions maximize
power at an optimal frequency (Altringham and Young, 1991; Johnson
et al.,1993; Swoap et al.,1993; AskewandMarsh,1997; Josephson,1997;
Swoap et al., 1997; Harwood et al., 1998; Shiels et al., 1998; Josephson
et al., 2000b; Syme and Shadwick, 2002). A similar pattern is exhibited
for power output from human cyclists, where the relationship between
power output and cycle frequency appears to stem directly from the
force–velocity properties of the skeletal muscles (Minetti et al., 1995;
MacIntosh et al., 2000; Martin, 2007; Sargeant, 2007). Other reviews
have also emphasized the central role of the force–velocity relationship
with respect to contractile frequency and power output, but they do not
address the importance of strain amplitude in their discussions (Martin,
2007; Sargeant, 2007). Amplitude must be taken into account, because
either Vmax or strain amplitude may be adjusted to maximize power
output. Given that either of these parameters can determine optimal
frequency, it becomes important to consider what conditions might
favor Vmax versus strain amplitude as the primary parameter determin-
ing operational frequency.

One factor that influences the degree to which Vmax and strain
amplitude interact to set the operational frequency is the anatomical
organization, or architecture, of the muscle (Lieber, 1992; Lieber and
Friden, 2000). This is because themuscle architectural arrangement and
the position of muscle insertion determine the muscle's gear ratio,
which is the relative degree of joint movement produced for a given
amount of muscle shortening (Rome et al., 1988; Rome and Lindstedt,
1997). A muscle's gear ratio represents another important design pa-
rameter in musculoskeletal systems, and for effective operation during
locomotion it is essential that amuscle's Vmax be appropriatelymatched
with themuscle's gear ratio (Rome et al.,1988). Likewise, it is important
that themuscle's strain amplitude be effectively coupled to its gear ratio.
This is particularly true for muscles operating with minimal levels of
shortening, since some mechanism must exist to amplify the muscle
shortening into mechanically relevant movements. A dramatic example
of this is the production of wing movement observed in certain orders
of insects that use asynchronous muscles for flight, where the flight
muscles are not attached to the wings, but to an elastic thorax that
acts as a mechanical oscillator (Dickinson and Tu, 1997; Josephson,
1997; Dickinson, 2006). These muscles are able to operate with high
frequencies, in spite of the fact that their intrinsic Vmax is not remarkably
high, because they contract with very small strain amplitudes and the
thorax and wings amplify the movements.

A second factor influencing the interplay between Vmax and strain
amplitude is the upper ceiling of muscle shortening velocity. Maximum
muscle shortening velocities are limited to approximately 25 lengths/s,
even in muscles that operate at high frequencies (Josephson, 1993;
Medler, 2002). This is likely a consequence of the design constraints
resulting from the molecular organization of the myosin heavy chain
motor that is responsible for allmuscle contraction. Comparative studies
reveal that although most of the structure of the molecule is highly
conserved among species, subtle alterations of the loop 1 and loop 2
regions of the molecule (surface loops near the ATP- and actin-binding
regions, respectively) result in significant changes in contractile kinetics
(Reggiani et al., 2000; Pellegrino et al., 2003). However, the upper limits
to how fast a muscle can contract mean that at higher operational
frequencies, Vmax cannot increase proportionally and strain amplitude
must decline to produce power. Muscles that contract at ∼50 Hz or
above consistently operate with minimal shortening (Figs. 2C and 3B).

4.2. Implications for performance limitations

Oneof theuseful applications of ourmodel is for predicting the range
of operational frequencies available to a muscle based on its mechanical
propertiesmeasured invitro. Alternatively, kinematic analyses ofmoving
animals can be used to predict the kinetic properties of isolatedmuscles.
As an example of this, we focused on modeling the power output from
different humanmuscle fibers (I, IIA, and IIX) and interpreted out results
within the context of athletic performance. The speed of locomotion
depends directly on the frequency of movement of the appendages, or
more precisely, maximum running speed is a function of both stride
length and frequency (Hunter et al., 2004; Ahlborn et al., 2006). Our
results suggest that themaximum cycle frequency may set upper limits
to locomotory speed, which is ultimately determined by the Vmax of the
muscle. As an example of this, we modeled the power output from
simulated human muscles (type I, IIA, or IIX) at a range of operating
frequencies. The results indicate that the optimal operational frequen-
cies for these muscles are approximately 1.5 Hz, 3.67 Hz, and 11 Hz for
the different fiber types (Fig. 5). It is interesting that the maximal stride
frequency in trained sprinters and cyclists of approximately 2–2.5 Hz
(Hunter et al., 2004; Sargeant, 2007) is intermediate between the
optimal frequenciespredicted for type I and IIAmusclefibers (Fig. 5). The
type I and IIA fibers are the prevalent types in human leg muscles (type
IIX fibers generally represent less than 10% of the fibers (Andersen and
Aagaard, 2000;Williamson et al., 2001a; Parcell et al., 2003; Kohn et al.,
2007)), and the frequency-dependence of human muscle power output
is directly linked to the expressedMHC isoforms in amuscle (McCartney
et al., 1983; Pearson et al., 2006; Sargeant, 2007). This pattern suggests
that maximal running speed may be constrained by the ability to
generate power output at higher frequencies. In this context, it has been
reported that top runningspeed in lizards is not limitedbymusclepower
output, since lizards running uphill can generate greater power than
that produced at top speed (Farley, 1997). We contend that the issue
of muscle power output must be discussed in the context of stride
frequency. It is not power output per se, but power output at a particular
frequency, that likely limits top running speed. At sub-maximal
operating frequencies, it will be possible to increase power output by
increasing muscle mass (force), but this will not translate into faster
running speeds if stride frequency ultimately limits top speed.

4.3. Resonance in locomotion

One of the most important implications for our results is related to
the integrative aspects of animal locomotion. Diverse animals operating
with different modes of locomotion take advantage of spring-like
properties in their musculoskeletal systems to minimize the active
energy requirements from their skeletal muscles (Farley et al., 1993;
Pabst, 1996; Biewener, 2006). One outcome of these spring-like
properties is that many animals possess resonant properties in their
musculoskeletal systems, which means that efficient movement is
dependent on operational frequency (Greenwalt, 1960; Turvey et al.,
1988; Holt et al., 1990; Ahlborn and Blake, 2002; Ahlborn et al., 2006).
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Ahlborn et al. (2006) provide a compelling discussion of the importance
of these resonant properties in animal locomotion and discuss some of
the mechanisms available to effectively tune the resonant frequency to
the frequency of operation. In an earlier study, they demonstrated that
the energy required to drive a system takes a sharp drop as the resonant
frequency is approached (Ahlborn and Blake, 2002). In fact, driving a
system at twice its resonant frequency is predicted to require 15 times
the power than for the same system operating at resonance (Ahlborn
and Blake, 2002). Clearly, for a skeletal muscle to drive an oscillating
system efficiently it must be able to produce power at or near the
resonant frequency of the whole system. One of the most compelling
examples of this coupling is from the asynchronous muscles of insect
flightmuscles, where normal operation is dependent on coupling of the
power-generatingmuscles to an appropriate oscillating load (Josephson
et al., 2000a; Dickinson, 2006).

Experimental data from isolated muscles support the idea that
muscles generatemaximumpoweroutput atornear the same frequency
operating in vivo (Altringham and Young, 1991; Johnson et al., 1993;
Swoap et al., 1993; Josephson, 1997; Harwood et al., 1998; Shiels et al.,
1998; Syme and Shadwick, 2002) and animals adopt a movement
frequency near resonance (Greenwalt, 1960; Alexander, 2000; Ahlborn
andBlake, 2002;Ahlbornet al., 2006). Therefore, the resonantproperties
of biomechanical systems used for locomotion appear to be co-adapted
with the active power generating properties of the skeletal muscles. In
this context, it is interesting to note that faster muscles can generate
optimal power over awider range of operating frequencies (Fig. 2B inset,
5, and 6B). This pattern has important implications for how the kinetic
properties of muscles have co-evolved with the resonant properties of
the musculoskeletal system as a whole. Further research is needed to
integrate the active kinetic properties of muscles, and the underlying
cellular and molecular organization responsible for these, with the
biomechanical aspects of the musculoskeletal system (see 4.5. Muscle
plasticity and hybrid muscle fibers).

Another important question is whether the resonant properties of
the musculoskeletal system and the frequency dependence of power
production can be altered dynamically. Within limits, the passive reso-
nant properties of animals exhibited during processes of locomotion can
be effectively adjusted, or tuned, to meet the energetic needs of the
animal. Examples of this is tuning include the dynamic changes in limb
stiffness, as well as changes in this geometry of joints used during
movement (Ahlborn et al., 2006). Likewise, cyclically contracting skele-
tal muscles have some capability to adjust their power output as the
conditions demand. The most obvious example of this process is the
sequential recruitment of different motor units (Wakeling, 2005). At
slower running speeds, smaller units comprised of slower skeletal
muscles may be appropriate, but as running speed increases the faster
muscles must become active to produce power at higher frequencies
(Fig. 5).

Moreover, our model predicts that effective tuning of power output
can be accomplished through rather subtle changes in operational
frequency, strain amplitude, or a combination of the two (Fig. 4). The
patterns shown in Fig. 4 are highly consistent with experimental data for
isolated muscles, which demonstrate that at higher operational frequen-
cies, the strain amplitude required to maintain power output becomes
compressed to lower amplitudes (Swoap et al., 1997; Josephson et al.,
2000b). Furthermore, studies of motor behavior also report dynamic
shifts in joint stiffness to adjust to different operational frequencies
(Hatsopoulos and Warren, 1996; Abe and Yamada, 2003). In principle, it
should be possible for animals to dynamically adjust the resonant
properties of their bodies, along with the power generating capacity of
their skeletal muscles, to optimize the coupling between these systems.

4.4. Scale effects on skeletal muscle design

Oneof the clearest examples of the couplingbetweenmuscle kinetics
and passive resonant properties comes from the effect of body size, or
scale, on skeletal muscle biology. Hill recognized that the physical
dimensions of animals' bodies affect the contractile properties of their
skeletal muscles, with smaller animals generally possessing faster
contracting muscles than larger species (Hill, 1950). McMahon later
refined this hypothesis, using the effects of body size to explore the
design of locomotory systems in animals (McMahon, 1975). He
demonstrated thatmechanical systemsused for locomotionhavenatural
frequencies of operation that can be determined by simply considering
the physical dimensions of limbs and joints (McMahon, 1975). In his
analyses, McMahon made two critical assumptions. First, he assumed
that the contractile properties of the skeletalmuscles should bematched
to the natural frequency of the operating system. This is essentially the
same principle we are proposing in the preceding discussion, as scale
effects represent a special case of resonance in locomotion. Second, he
assumed that the Vmax of the skeletal muscle should determine the
frequencyof operation. Ifwe ignore the impactof strain amplitude in our
analysis and assume that muscles from similar species operate using the
same amountofmuscle shortening, thenVmax and frequencyare directly
correlated. When we optimized muscle Vmax in our model to maximize
power output at the frequency of running for different sized terrestrial
mammals (Heglund et al., 1974), we found that Vmax scaled as mass−0.12

(Fig. 6), similar to the general pattern known for running and flying
animals (Lindstedt et al., 1985; Medler, 2002). This mass exponent also
matches theoretically derived and empirically observedmass exponents
for running and flying animals' operational frequencies (Heglund et al.,
1974; Turvey et al., 1988; Calder, 1996; Full, 1997). The close correlation
between the allometry of operational frequency and optimal muscle
contractile frequency supports thehypothesis that thepower generating
properties of muscles are closely matched to the resonant properties of
the musculoskeletal system.

The effects of scale on the resonant properties of themusculoskeletal
system influence skeletal muscle design in two related ways. From an
evolutionary standpoint, muscles should be shaped by selective pres-
sure to possess kinetic properties closely matched to the kinetic pro-
perties attributable to the physical characteristics of the skeleton and
other connective tissues (Alexander, 2000). There is substantial evidence
that muscles of many types have, in fact, been shaped by this coupling.
Muscles from diverse animals all conform to the same general scaling
relationship, where the Vmax declines as a predictable function of body
mass (Lindstedt et al., 1985; Reggiani et al., 2000; Medler, 2002; Marx
et al., 2006). Consistent with this, orthologous MHC isoforms exhibit
subtle differences in their molecular organization that are at least
partially responsible for these differences in Vmax (Reggiani et al., 2000).
In this context, it is interesting that the fastest (2B) MHC isoform has
become a pseudogene in larger mammals and is no longer functional
(Chikuni et al., 2004). We conclude that the effective loss of this fastest
MHC isoform can be explained by the fact that as these species evolved
to larger sizes, this fastest isoform no longer matched the resonant
operating frequencies used during locomotion.

A second effect of body size is related to ontogenetic effects for
animals that significantly increase in size over their lifetime. Many
animals increase in mass by several orders of magnitude over a lifetime,
and the resonant properties of their limbs change throughout their
lifetimes, as the relative proportion of the limbs change. From the
standpoint of muscle plasticity, muscles are anticipated to continually
alter their phenotype as the animal grows, meaning that the muscles
should become slower as the resonant operating frequency decreases. In
fact, this process is clearly evident formuscles used in terrestrial running
and for swimming (see data for Dipsosaurus dorsalis and Gadus morhua
in Table 1). Isolated muscles from a number of species exhibit system-
atic shifts in muscle kinetics as the animals grow larger (Marsh,
1988; Altringham and Johnston, 1990; Anderson and Johnston, 1992;
Johnson et al., 1993; James et al., 1998; James and Johnston, 1998; Van
Wassenbergh et al., 2007). Thus far, the cellular and molecular mech-
anisms responsible for these changes have not been identified, but one
likely possibility is a shift in the expression of the specific MHC isoforms.
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4.5. Muscle plasticity and hybrid muscle fibers

Skeletal muscles are highly plastic tissues, capable of remodeling
their cellular and molecular properties in response to a variety of
demands (Schiaffino and Reggiani, 1996; Caiozzo, 2002; Pette, 2002).
This plasticity is directly relevant to the ability of skeletal muscles to
provide power during cyclical muscle contractions, since changes in
myofibrillar isoforms in the muscle fibers directly affect their mechan-
ical capabilities (Caiozzo, 2002).

Themost obviousmechanism available to tune the active contractile
properties of skeletal muscles is through the expression of different
myosin heavy chain (MHC) isoforms. In mammalian muscles, MHC
isoforms are encoded by several different genes (Schiaffino and
Reggiani, 1996), while in Drosophila (and presumably other animals)
alternative splicing of a single MHC gene yields different isoforms
(Emerson and Bernstein,1987). The force–velocity properties ofmuscles
are, to a large extent, the direct result of the MHC isoforms operating in
the muscle (Schiaffino and Reggiani, 1996; Caiozzo, 2002). Animals
generally possess multiple isoforms of MHC spanning about a 10-fold
range of shortening velocities, which provide effective shortening
speeds for a variety of different movements. The MHC expression in a
muscle is not fixed, but changes dynamically in response to a variety of
external stimuli (Schiaffino and Reggiani,1996; Caiozzo, 2002). In recent
years, it has become increasingly clear that many single fibers possess
two or more different MHC isoforms (Stephenson, 2001; Caiozzo et al.,
2003; Medler et al., 2004). These ‘hybrid’ muscle fibers possess force–
velocity properties intermediate to ‘pure’ muscle fiber types, and the
context of the current discussion, it seems likely that subtle changes in
the active contractile properties ofmuscles can be achieved by changing
the expression of different MHC isoforms. Caiozzo et al. (2003) noted
that the polymorphism exhibited by many muscle fibers provides the
potential for a continuum of fiber types, defined by the relative
proportion of MHC isoforms present in the muscle fibers.

In addition to MHC expression, changes in other myofibrillar genes
might be important for making adjustments in operational frequency.
Among these, certain myosin light chain (MLC) isoforms are known to
influence the force–velocity properties of muscles (Schiaffino and
Reggiani,1996). Furthermore, phosphorylation of the regulatorymyosin
light chain has the potential to affect muscle force–velocity properties
dynamically (Grange et al., 1993; Davis et al., 2002; MacIntosh and
Bryan, 2002). Further research is clearly needed to determine themech-
anisms that might be employed to dynamically tune the mechanical
properties of skeletal muscles.

4.6. Muscle activation, deactivation, and other complexities

Finally, our results emphasize the importance of the force–velocity
relationship in determining the central tendency of cyclically contract-
ing muscles to produce sustained power at a specific strain amplitude/
frequency ratio. However, patterns of muscle power output in vivo are
complex and do not relate exclusively to the force–velocity properties of
a muscle, but are influenced by a number of parameters. For example,
muscle activation, deactivation, force–length properties, and other
factors also significantly impact muscle power output (Marsh, 1990;
Josephson, 1999; Marsh, 1999; Caiozzo, 2002). Muscle deactivation in
particular seems to have an important role in limiting contractile
frequency in muscles (Marsh, 1990). In our model, we selectively
omitted these parameters by modeling muscle activation and deactiva-
tion as instantaneous, and muscle length as optimal for force
production. What we present, therefore, is an upper ceiling of power
output and should be viewed as a central tendency for the conditions
required to maximize power output (Caiozzo, 2002). In real-world
muscles, power productionwill be shifted downward because of power
lost to activation, deactivation, or changes in muscle length. Activation
and deactivation limitations become increasingly important at higher
frequencies, as the relative proportion of each cycle occupied by
activation and deactivation events becomes greater (Caiozzo and
Baldwin, 1997; Martin, 2007). Another factor we have not accounted
for is the effect of pre-stretch of the muscle before activation. Pre-
stretchmay enhance power output, because the forces produced during
muscle lengthening are significantly greater than those produced
during muscle shortening (Josephson, 1993; Josephson, 1999). There-
fore, eccentric muscle contraction immediately preceding muscle
shortening may increase the muscle force at the beginning of a
contraction cycle and increase sustained power output. Each of these
muscle parameters may have the effect to shift the sustained power
production during cyclical contractions, but are not required to explain
the fundamental frequency dependence of power generation by
skeletal muscles. The central effects of the force–velocity properties of
the muscle clearly constrain the frequency of muscle contraction and
represent a primary determinant of sustained power output.

5. Conclusions

In summary, cyclically contracting muscles generate the power
required to drive a diversity of physiological processes. Using a simple
model of sustained power output for muscles operating over a range
of frequencies, we have identified a number of important trends
directly relevant to our understanding of skeletalmuscle design. These
include the following principles:

• A basic design constraint exists among the intrinsic shortening
velocity, strain amplitude, and frequency of operation of a mus-
cle. Specifically, optimal power output is proportional to the ratio
of shortening velocity and strain amplitude and either of these
parameters may be adjusted to match a specific frequency of
operation.

• Power output displays a parabolic relationship as a function of
operational frequency, with each muscle fiber type possessing a
limited range of frequencies that maximize power output.

• Absolute power output can be modulated by changing the force of
the muscle (ie., through cross sectional area), but this does not shift
the optimal frequency of the muscle. To shift the optimal frequency,
the force–velocity properties of themusclemust change (ie., through
fiber type).

• The width of the power curve as a function of frequency is posi-
tively correlated with muscle shortening velocity, with faster mus-
cles having the potential to generate power over a wider range of
frequencies.

• For muscles operating at high frequencies, the strain amplitude
must be small and the range of effective operational frequencies is
narrow.

• The above principles have important implications for resonance in
locomotion, where the mechanical properties of the musculoskele-
tal system limit the range of effective operational frequencies.
Specifically, our results predict that the optimal contractile fre-
quency of muscles driving the system will be tuned to match the
natural frequency attributable to the physical properties of the
skeleton and other connective tissues.

Diverse skeletal muscles employ a wide range of operating param-
eters to carry out their specific functions (Table 1), yet the basic
mechanism of muscle contraction is conserved. Each of the above
principles helps to explain the diversity of functional parameters and
has potentially important implications for understanding broad
patterns of muscle design and function.
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